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Voice directed warehouse applications are a proven solution for improving distribution
efficiency in industries ranging from grocery and foodservice distribution to retail,
medical and industrial supply. Voice applications run on rugged, mobile computers
and combine a voice-directed workflow (the system provides audio prompts directing
users what to do) with speech recognition technology that understands a user‟s
spoken responses. In this paper we describe the transition over the past decade from
special-purpose voice hardware to versatile general-purpose mobile computers (often
referred to as multi-modal computers) that support voice recognition and other
automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) technologies.
This transition to multi-modal devices has led to a
convergence of AIDC technologies within nextgeneration voice-plus applications that deliver
groundbreaking efficiency and accuracy across
picking and other warehouse tasks.
This paper outlines the emergence of multi-modal
hardware and the rapid transition away from singlepurpose voice appliances. We describe two related
forces that drove this shift to multi-modal hardware:

 Standard mobile computers have a Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) advantage over voice-only
appliances.

 New voice-plus applications that combine voice
with scanning and other multi-modal tools deliver
larger operational gains and flexibility than first
generation voice-only systems.
The second part of this paper discusses the
evolution and advantages of voice-plus applications,
including future combinations of voice with emerging
technologies like RFID and heads-up displays. In
addition to exploring the voice-plus trend, we will
also describe how and when it is best to use voice
versus another technology to optimize operating
efficiencies in the warehouse.
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The early voice
appliances
(example below)
made voice in the
warehouse a reality,
but the downside was
that the hardware was
expensive and
available only from a
few small companies.

First Generation Voice:
Special-Purpose Hardware
Through 2005, voice-directed warehouse
applications were delivered on wireless, voice-only
hardware terminals. These proprietary voice
appliances had a headset connector and a few
buttons, but no display, no keypad and no scanner.
The first-generation voice appliances were designed
and manufactured by voice hardware specialists that
closely coupled their own speech recognition
technology with a special-purpose hardware
platform. Some of these early voice appliances
included Digital Signal Processor (DSP) chips and
other specialized circuitry to execute the speech
recognition algorithms. By contrast, the audio
circuitry of standard mobile computers used in a
distribution center at that time did not provide the
high quality, high resolution audio processing
required for acceptable speech recognition

Second Generation Voice:
The Transition to
Multi-Modal Technology

accuracy. As a result, costly special-purpose voice
appliances were the only option for warehouses that
wanted to take advantage of the productivity and
accuracy advantages of voice directed operations.
The early voice appliances made voice in the
warehouse a reality, but the downside was that the
hardware was expensive and available only from a
few small companies. Meanwhile, the wider
industrial mobile computer market was evolving
rapidly. Rugged mobile computers were becoming
more powerful and versatile, and the wireless
infrastructure to support mobile barcode scanning
applications was maturing. It was just a matter of
time until voice-only appliances were superseded in
the warehouse market by general use mobile
computers that included keypads, touch screen
displays, and barcode scanners (for another view on
this topic, see Are Voice-only Terminals Headed for
the Trash Heap of Obsolete Technology?)

Solutions) and several early adopters like Do it Best
Corp. to develop a voice-capable model of Symbol‟s
flagship mobile computer, the MC90602. Early in
2005 the first Jennifer voice applications were
delivered using open, multi-modal hardware and
industry-leading speech recognition software, proving
the capability of this new approach. (Speech
recognition technology had been undergoing a similar
transformation as voice hardware – this is the subject
of a separate White Paper: The Evolution of Speech
Recognition Technology For the Warehouse3).

In 1998, the founders of Lucas Systems set out to
take advantage of open, industry standard computers
by developing the industry‟s first hardwareindependent voice applications for the warehouse
(the Jennifer™ voice system). Unfortunately, in 1998
no voice-capable multi-modal computers were yet
available, so Lucas developed and delivered its
Since 2005, the processing power, memory and
warehouse voice applications on the voice appliances
audio capabilities of the Motorola product family have
manufactured by the voice-only hardware companies,
rapidly advanced. Today, Motorola offers a full range
1
including Voxware and Vocollect.
of voice-capable devices ranging from the lightweight
During that time, Lucas also worked with the major
and full-featured MC3190, to the wearable WT4090
mobile computer manufacturers and speech
and the ultra-rugged MC9500 (the successor to the
recognition technology companies to drive the
MC9000 family that was used in the first multi-modal
development of open solutions for industry standard
voice solutions). LXE, Psion, Honeywell, Intermec
hardware. Then in the early 2000s major consumer
and other hardware vendors have followed suit.
products companies, retailers, and other distributors
Meanwhile, in 2005 Voxware announced plans to exit
joined Lucas in pushing for alternatives to the specialthe hardware business and licensed its proprietary
purpose appliances available from the niche
design to LXE (the Voxware VLS-410 appliance was
hardware companies. These voice users were
rebranded as the LXE HX1). In early 2011, Vocollect,
motivated in part by risk avoidance (i.e., they didn‟t
the only remaining independent voice hardware
want to be dependent on small, single-product
manufacturer in the US, was acquired by Intermec4.
hardware companies) and cost reduction.
The transformation of the voice hardware market is
The major mobile computer makers responded.
now complete.
Between 2003 and 2005 Lucas Systems worked
closely with Symbol Technologies (now Motorola
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The Economics of
Multi-Use, General Purpose
Mobile Computers
There are clear cost advantages of using multi-use
rugged computers for voice. Most importantly, the
transition away from voice-only appliances has
resulted in a 60 percent reduction in the cost of voicecapable hardware. The cost reduction is due in part to
the economies of scale enjoyed by the manufacturers
of general purpose hardware. Moreover, there is a
large and highly competitive market of resellers of
standard rugged computers, giving customers greater
choice. Companies using proprietary voice appliances
had to buy from a single reseller and manufacturer.

“The ability to use a device for voice
picking on one shift, and then to turn
around and use the same device for
receiving on another shift reduces our
total cost of ownership.”
- Brian Etzler of Do it Best Corp.

substantial IT administrative savings associated with
using standard devices from major vendors, including
the ability to use a common set of rich device
management tools.
Motivated in part by the total cost of ownership
issues, many of the early adopters of voice-only
technology are replacing their legacy special-purpose
hardware with next-generation multi-modal devices
and solutions. Cardinal Health is a good example.
Cardinal is one of the largest US healthcare products
distributors, and was the first in its industry to use
voice, installing Jennifer software on voice-only
terminals starting in 2003. Recently Cardinal has
begun migrating to open, multi-modal hardware
(Motorola MC3190). A number of factors played into
the decision to move away from proprietary hardware,
in addition to the significant financial advantages of
multi-modal mobile computers. First, the voice-only
terminal model they had been using had reached its
end of life. Further, Cardinal needed a voice terminal
that would comply with new wireless network security
requirements. Finally, managers at Cardinal wanted
the opportunity to generate additional improvements
in their operations by combining voice with scanning
and other multi-modal capabilities provided by the
Jennifer software.

In addition to the unit cost savings, the ability to use a
multi-modal device for voice applications can reduce
the number of devices a distribution center (DC) will
need for voice and barcode scanning (or RF)
applications. As stated by Brian Etzler of Do it Best
Corp., a leading US hardware store co-operative and
early multi-modal pioneer, “The ability to use a device
for voice picking on one shift, and then to turn around
and use the same device for receiving on another
shift reduces our total cost of ownership.”
A DC that needs 100 terminals for voice picking and
100 terminals for RF-based receiving, put-away, cycle
counting, and other tasks, may only need to buy 100
multi-modal terminals to support all of these tasks, a
potential 50 percent reduction in the number of
devices they will need to buy. And because the
standard terminals are voice capable, more DCs are
upgrading from RF to voice in non-picking tasks. In
fact, the lower cost and enhanced functionality of
multi-modal computers makes them an ideal fit for
non-picking applications.
There are other cost-of-ownership savings associated
with standard hardware as compared to proprietary
devices. First, the costs for accessories and
maintenance are lower. In addition, there are
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While other
companies that had
their roots in the
development of
voice-only hardware
continued to focus
on voice-only
software, the very
first generation of
Jennifer software
was designed for
multi-modal input: it
doesn‟t matter to the
application software
whether the input is
spoken, scanned, or
keyed in.

While lower costs and greater versatility were the
major factors that initially drove DCs to adopt multimodal computers, the transition to multi-modal
hardware has accelerated with the introduction of
flexible new voice-plus applications that use voice
alongside other AIDC technologies. Even before the
transition to multi-modal hardware began, Lucas
recognized the efficiency advantages of combining
voice with scanning in a voice-directed workflow.
While other companies that had their roots in the
development of voice-only hardware continued to
focus on voice-only software, the very first
generation of Jennifer software was designed for
multi-modal input: it doesn‟t matter to the application
software whether the input is spoken, scanned, or
keyed in.

Choosing the Right Tool
For the Job

barcode label on the location. In this example,
speaking is faster than scanning, even if the user
has a finger-mounted ring scanner. With voice, the
user will speak the check string while approaching
the slot and reaching for the product. With scanning,
the user must stop, aim, and scan before reaching
for the items. The time penalty for using a scanner is
small, but in high volume pick operations every extra
second per transaction adds up to a significant
number of man-hours over days, weeks and months.

In a basic picking process, speaking
location check digits is faster than
scanning, even if the user has a
finger-mounted ring scanner.

In terms of accuracy, speaking a check string is as
accurate as scanning a location label5, but voice
As the multi-modal transition continues, the
offers the advantage of requiring the picker to
challenge is figuring out when it is best to use voice,
specifically confirm the number of items he picks,
when to scan, and when to use a terminal screen.
reducing pick quantity errors. And to eliminate
Almost any voice-directed warehouse process could mistakes due to confusion over unit of measure or
use speech recognition or barcode scanning to
pack factors, users can be required to speak the
confirm tasks and capture information. For example, pack type (each, bottle, case, inner pack of ten, etc.)
in a basic picking process, a user can speak a check of items as they are picked.
string printed on a shelf location to confirm he is
picking from the right location, or he can scan a
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The Next Evolution — New
Architectures and Technologies
Voice-Plus RFID
The next frontier in voice-plus applications is the
integration of voice and RFID. There are significant
technical and return-on-investment obstacles that
need to be overcome before RFID will be adopted
widely in the DC6. Nevertheless, the technology offers
potential productivity and accuracy advantages for
task verification and data collection. One scenario is
for the system to direct the user by voice and for the
user to use a verbal „trigger‟ that tells the RFID reader
to read a tag on a product or location. Compared to
barcode scanning, RFID is a true hands-free
technology that allows rapid verification, serial data
capture and additional tracking capabilities
(temperature, etc.). Compared to voice, RFID
reduces the potential for human error (when a picker
reads a location check string but picks from an
adjacent slot). Plus, the use of RFID enables the
simultaneous capture and confirmation of location,
item and additional item-level data (serial number, lot,
weight, etc.) eliminating the secondary data capture
step in a voice-plus-scan process.

Heads-Up Displays
An emerging technology that would make visual
information more useable within a voice-directed
process is heads-up display. With a heads-up display
instead of a traditional terminal screen, users can
receive visual cues and information – product image,
list of pick locations and quantities, etc. – without the
need to take their eyes away from their task. In
addition, heads up displays provide a larger effective
display area than a handheld or wearable terminal
(15” diagonal versus approximately 3” x 5” on a
wearable). This makes it possible to provide visual
information that would be impractical to deliver to a
smaller screen.

With a heads-up display instead
of a traditional terminal screen,
users can receive visual cues and
information – product image, list
of pick locations and quantities,
etc. – without the need to take
their eyes away from their task.

Lucas is working with Motorola to evaluate the use of
heads up display technology in warehouse logistics
applications, using a wearable computer that pairs
voice and heads-up display technology based on the
Golden-I platform technology from Kopin. Although
many of the first commercial applications for a heads
up display are likely to be in the area of public safety,
as the technology matures and costs decline it will
become feasible to use a Golden-I like technology in
the warehouse.7
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technical advances, the prevailing client-based
recognition approach (with speech recognition
Similar to every other computer hardware market, we software running on the wearable voice computer
anticipate that the price of voice capable mobile
rather than on a server) continues to be more
computers will continue to decline. At the same time, responsive and reliable than server-based
some people are interested in using low-cost
technology. In addition, server-based architectures
consumer devices in the warehouse, on the theory
have far greater IT infrastructure costs and
that it is cheaper to replace low-cost devices as they complexity which negate any upfront cost savings
break instead of buying more durable devices up
from using a $300-$500 VoIP phone. Perhaps more
front. Lucas has tested and certified a number of low- important than system costs, those cheaper devices
cost consumer devices – cell phones, smartphones, limit application functionality to voice-only, so this
etc. – for Jennifer. However, with the ever-improving represents a step back from the voice-plus trend in
price-performance of rugged devices, we believe
the rest of the industry.
there are compelling economic, ergonomic and
Conclusion
functional advantages to using rugged mobile
computers rather than consumer devices.
The transition from voice-only to voice-plus
In parallel, there is interest in alternative solution
applications has accelerated as the number of multiarchitectures, like wireless voice over IP (VoIP)
modal hardware options increase, hardware costs
based systems that use lower-cost mobile phones
continue to decline, and innovative new applications
with voice recognition on a back-end server. This is
emerge. While it will be some time before heads-up
not a new approach. Server-based recognition
displays and ubiquitous, reliable and cost-effective
solutions were tried in the 1990s and early 2000s,
RFID readers enter the mainstream of DCs, we can
but they suffered from technical challenges related to expect innovative combinations of voice with
wireless infrastructure and responsiveness. Unlike an scanning, screens and keypads to proliferate. These
RF application where a lag in receiving a response
process and workflow innovations are driving new
from a server is acceptable, even a half-second
levels of accuracy and productivity above and
delay in a recognition application significantly
beyond what was possible with earlier voice-only or
impacts user acceptance and productivity. Despite
scan-only systems.

Other Hardware Trends

Lucas has a unique
track-record of
customer success that
translates into an
intensely loyal,
committed customer
base. We work with
single-site DCs and
large multi-national
distributors and
retailers across a wide
range of industries.
For more
information, visit
www.lucasware.com
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About Jennifer VoicePlus and Lucas Systems, Inc.
Voice directed applications enable hands and eyes-free warehouse operations, driving
new levels of associate productivity and accuracy across picking and other tasks. Lucas
Systems takes a unique process-centric approach to voice system design that is
combined with Jennifer VoicePlus, the most flexible, configurable software in the
industry. The result is better, more comprehensive voice applications that are tailored to
your operations and accelerate your return on investment.
Since 1998, Lucas Systems has been the leading innovator of voice-directed
applications for the warehouse. We have consistently pushed the limits for what is
possible with voice, developing creative applications that drive better results for our
customers. We were the first company to provide end-to-end voice applications from
receiving through shipping, and we delivered the industry‟s first voice picking systems
on standard hardware terminals supporting voice and scanning, rather than specialpurpose, voice-only hardware. Today we have more customers running voice
applications on standard industrial mobile computers than all other voice vendors
combined, and we are the fastest-growing voice provider in the industry.
Beyond our passion for process, Lucas has a unique track-record of customer success
that translates into an intensely loyal, committed customer base. We work with singlesite DCs and large multi-national distributors and retailers across a wide range of
industries. Tens of thousands of users at companies like Cardinal Health, C&S
Wholesale Grocers, CVS/pharmacy, Do it Best Corp., Kraft Nabisco, and OfficeMax use
Jennifer voice applications every day. For more information, visit www.lucasware.com.
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